The European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers (EAGE) and The Society of Exploration Geophysicists of Japan (SEGJ) have resolved to conclude the following Agreement of Association

1. SEGJ shall be an Associated Society of the EAGE.

2. EAGE shall provide SEGJ with the following:
   a. Subscription to EAGE journals *First Break* and *EAGE Newsletter*;
   b. Prerogative to choose one lecturer per year from the Distinguished Lecturer Programme, who will then visit SEGJ to present his lecture;
   c. Free poster display at EAGE’s Annual Exhibition, enabling SEGJ to promote its society and activities (registration not included);
   d. Possibility to have news items or announcements published in the *EAGE Newsletter* or *First Break*, subject to final editorial authority of the editor;
   e. Possible support and cooperation on matters such as the organisation of local seminars, workshops or other scientific gatherings, subject to approval of the EAGE Board;
   f. Mention of SEGJ in the EAGE Yearbook
   g. Mention of SEGJ and events organised by SEGJ on the EAGE web site, with direct link to SEGJ’s web site.

3. SEGJ shall support EAGE by the following:
   a. Encouraging its members to join EAGE;
   b. Allowing EAGE to announce its events in its publications, newsletters and web site;
   c. Providing EAGE with copies of its technical newsletter(s) or journal(s);
d. Encouraging lecturers at SEGJ meetings and other potential authors amongst its members, to publish their work in *Geophysical Prospecting*, *Petroleum Geoscience* or *First Break*, and/or to present such work at EAGE Conferences;

e. Sending EAGE an annual report on its activities accomplished.

4. More specific ways of cooperation between EAGE and SEGJ will be covered in separate agreements.

5. This Agreement shall become effective when signed by both parties and shall remain in force until terminated by either party upon giving written notice to the other party.